GET THE APP
You can run the littleBits Fuse app in your web browser, or download the app so your students can work offline. Either way, you'll find step-by-step instructions and fun challenges to get your students learning and coding with littleBits.

SPHERO.COM/DOWNLOADS

JUMP IN FEET FIRST
Whether it's your first time with code or you're already a pro, give your littleBits STEAM+ Class Pack a test run. Try something out, iterate on it, then try it again. This is the number one way to help your students through any setbacks they'll have. Head to the app and click on HELLO WORLD to get started.

EXPLORE YOUR RESOURCES
New to coding? First time with littleBits? Looking for lesson ideas? Hop online to discover your littleBits support system. We've got tutorials, intro to coding videos, tons of lessons, shareable online docs... you name it. We've got you covered.
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RUN YOUR FIRST LESSON
Your students will have fun, develop 21st century skills, and build a foundation for coding that they'll use their whole life. littleBits engages kids’ curiosity as they collaborate, solve problems, and explore coding and inventing.
OPEN THE APP
Head to a computer that has the littleBits Fuse app installed, or open the Fuse app in your web browser.

This is where the magic happens!
You’ll find everything you need to build, code and customize fun games to play with friends.

CREATE YOUR FIRST INVENTION
Stop right there! Before you do anything, we have a challenge for you.
Your first official challenge, if you choose to accept it, is to light up your LED matrix to display your name! Head to the app and click on HELLO WORLD to get started.

PLAYER 1, ARE YOU READY?
After finishing HELLO WORLD, you’re ready to get your game on.
Build an invention, code it, play it, then make it your own.